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NEWS FEATURE Race against time for a new climate agreement By Jessica Camille
Aguirre, dpa

Scientists discovered the effects of emissions in the atmosphere in
the 19th century. The first global political accord to limit those
effects was adopted nearly 200 years later - almost too late.

Paris (dpa) - At the entrance to the conference halls near Paris
where negotiators haggled for two weeks over an agreement to limit
greenhouse gas emissions, there are a couple metal tree-like
structures.

The contraptions produce energy with wind power, which is being used
for the conference's sizeable demands. It's a feat expected to soon
become vastly more common, thanks to the first universal action plan
on climate passed by delegates from nearly 200 countries on Saturday.

It took two decades of UN talks to reach agreement on a pact that
will push a massive global transition to renewable energy like wind.
In that time, all the other ways of fueling modern lives - oil, coal,
gas - have continued to contribute to global warming trends.

And the world is nearing its limit, in terms of being able to change
fast enough to keep warming temperatures from rising so dramatically
that they cause irreversible tipping points, like massive ice sheet
melt in Greenland.

Whether the agreement is strong enough to avoid such effects - that
would produce catastrophic consequences like the sea rising by 6
metres, approximately the height of a two-storey house - depends now
to a large extent on action taken around the world, and how fast it
gets underway.

Scientists say that the wording contained in the accord will require
prompt and definitive shifts in the global economy, estimating that
industrial greenhouse gas emissions will have to end around 2050 to
limit warming to the agreement's ceiling of 2 degrees Celsius, and by
2030 to reach the more ambitious goal of 1.5 degrees.

The world has already warmed by approximately 1 degree over
pre-industrial levels, leaving little room for manoeuvre.

According to the Paris accord, countries agreed to reach a peak of
greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible and balance man-made
emissions and removal of emissions from the atmosphere between 2050
and 2100.

"We will not be able to continue burning fossils fuels. Even if we
balance with the best forest management possible, we will still have
to lower emissions drastically," said Joeri Rogelj, of the



International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis.

The agreement acknowledged the cooling effect of forests and possible
development of technology aimed at capturing carbon or removing it
from the atmosphere - methods that are largely untested at
large-scale.

"These things are feasible from a scientific and technical point of
view, but whether they can be commercialized is another question,"
said Michael Oppenheimer, a geoscience professor at Princeton
University.

Oppenheimer said the best option is still to protect forests from
being cut down, saying that improving forest management over the last
decade - especially in Brazil - has made a significant dent
emissions.

"Technologies such as bio-energy and carbon capture and storage, as
well as afforestation, can play a role to compensate for residual
emissions," said John Schellnhuber, director of the Potsdam Institute
for Climate Impact Research.

"But cutting carbon is key," he added, underscoring the extent that
the agreement will have to prompt a shift in consumption in order to
meet its goals.

Whether that is achievable within the remaining timeframe is an open
question. The agreement does not mention two of the most-polluting
industries, shipping and aviation, and scientists have noted that
plans already submitted by 186 countries would cause the planet to
warm between 2.7 and 3.7 degrees by 2100.

"It depends on how fast we peak and how fast emissions decline after
that," said Oppenheimer. "The later we peak, the faster emissions
will have to decline - and the rates of decline are rather
unrealistic if we don't do much in the next 10 years."

Carbon emissions, which have long grown annually, were predicted to
drop slightly this year for the first time during a period of global
economic growth, according to Global Carbon Project. But scientists
warned that the figures probably did not indicate a permanent point
of decline.

The agreement also depends in that way on the years to come, setting
out a system to assess progress and to improve on national plans on a
regular basis. While some said the plan kicks the can down road,
others said it would allow for inclusion of new technology over time.

"The emissions cuts promised by countries now are still wholly
insufficient, but the agreement as a whole sends a strong message to
businesses, investors, and citizens that new energy is clean and
fossil fuels belong to the past," said Corinne Le Quere, director of
the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research.

In that sense, the agreement reflects a hope that research and money
will make possible what, for the moment, is still difficult to
achieve - and will outstrip the industrial giants that continue to
develop fossil fuel extraction.

"[The agreement] really captures the highest possible ambition at



this point, given the current political reality," said Rogelj, adding
that its success would depend on ambition where scientific precision
was lacking.

"Governments can indeed write history today," Schellnhuber said. "So
future generations will remember the Paris summit for centuries to
come."
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